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Switching between two tasks impairs human performance—resulting in what is known as task-
switching costs (TSCs): Human participants perform more slowly and are more error-prone in
switch trials compared to repeat trials (Vandierendonck et al., 2010). One of the most prominent
theories, the task-set reconfiguration account suggests that switching to a new task-set involves
a rule-based cognitive process (Monsell et al., 2003). Task-set reconfiguration requires executive
control (EC) that is not necessary when repeating tasks. Although “task-set” and “EC” are not
well-defined concepts, subjects must understand the task rules before they can reconfigure a task-
set. Consequently, this account predicts that TSCs should disappear if subjects switch between
tasks without applying task rules. In contrast to this prediction, it was found that bivalent stimuli
triggered TSCs even when participants had no explicit understanding of the task rules (Forrest
et al., 2014). This suggests that processes other than reconfiguration and EC contribute to TSCs.
Meier et al. (2016) put forward an alternative account. They addressed one of the disadvantages
in previous studies. When task rules are not explicitly stated it was assumed that participants
learned all the cue-stimulus combinations and their corresponding responses. It is also possible,
however, that participants did not infer the task rules and that their performances were based on
“associative learning”—gradually establishing stimulus-response mappings by trial and error. This
would imply that no task-set reconfiguration and EC was involved in TSC. Meier et al. (2016)
suggested that EC plays a role in task-switching evenwhen researchers take precautions to eliminate
task-set reconfiguration processes.
To address this issue, Meier et al. (2016) conducted a task-switching study with pigeons. They
argued that pigeons do not have high-level cognition and EC, and therefore can only use associative
learning to perform in a task-switching paradigm (but see Soto and Wasserman, 2010; Castro
and Wasserman, 2016). In their study, the pigeons showed no increased error rates in switch
trials. They concluded that TSC only emerge when human participants employ EC as in task-set
reconfiguration.
There is a problem with the deductive reasoning by Meier et al. (2016).
Studies on monkeys demonstrated that monkeys can switch between tasks without
exhibiting TSC (Stoet and Snyder, 2003; Avdagic et al., 2014). However, there is
clear evidence that monkeys employed some form of EC. Firstly, Avdagic et al.
(2014) used the so-called “SimChain” paradigm. In this paradigm simple associative
learning cannot explain the monkeys’ behavior because the stimuli vary considerably
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across trials (for details see Jensen et al., 2013). Secondly, Stoet
and Snyder (2003) reported that with ITIs as short as 170 ms,
monkeys had small but significant TSCs. It is unlikely that the
monkeys applied EC when the ITI was short but performed
associative task switching when ITIs were longer. Instead we
propose that the small TSCs may be due to interference between
trials (Kiesel et al., 2010; Vandierendonck et al., 2010). Thirdly,
neurophysiological results indicated that neurons in posterior
parietal cortex of the monkey encoded task-set information
independently of stimulus features (Stoet and Snyder, 2004).
Applying the same reasoning as Meier et al. (2016) to
the results of studies in monkeys, we arrive at a different
conclusion: Since monkeys can use EC without showing TSC,
TSC in humans must be caused by factors other than EC.
Given the mixed and incoherent evidence on this issue, it
seems problematic to deduce the source of human TSC from
studies in monkeys and pigeons. We speculate that there are
at least two possible explanations that may have eliminated
TSCs in pigeons and monkeys. Firstly, pigeons may have
switched between tasks without employing EC. They simply
recognized each stimulus and gave the associated response.
Therefore, the difference in TSC between task-switching studies
in humans and pigeons may reflect different cognitive default
processes.
Another possibility is that human participants can eliminate
distractions by focussing on single tasks when switching
between different tasks (Stoet and Snyder, 2007, 2009). Although
monkeys, and possibly pigeons, have some form of EC, they may
not focus on a single task in the same way as humans. They may
not employ the same cognitive functions and therefore exhibit
different task-switching characteristics. For example, one study
suggests that some of the human TSC are caused by passive
interference from previous trials (Kiesel et al., 2010). It is possible
that this interference is different for humans, monkeys, and
pigeons. For example, interference in humans may fade away
gradually whereas interference in monkeys and pigeons may
decay more quickly.
Meier et al. (2016) made a valuable contribution by
highlighting that humans have different TSC characteristics if
they learn task switching by association. They also suggested
that pigeons perceive the task cue and the target stimulus as a
single compound stimulus whereas human participants cannot
help but process cue and stimulus separately. We suggest that
the discussion about the sources of TSC is far from settled,
leaving open a number of avenues for investigation. EC and
associative learning accounts seem too simplistic to explain
different characteristics of TSC across species.
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